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Welcome

Summertime is fast approaching, and we here at Horizons are looking forward to the 
sunshine and warmth, and to the lazy days and well-deserved rest that July brings. Our 
months have been busy since our last newsletter; full of interesting work and local efforts

for positive change. We invite you to take a moment and catch up with us.  

We hope you enjoy!

“ Let us dance in the sun, 
wearing wild flowers in our hair...” 

ontheonthe
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QU ESTIONING Canada150
In mid-June, in partnership with the Annapolis
Valley Quaker Meeting and the Acadia 
Department of Community Development, we
hosted a well-attended evening of discussion and
reflection focused on Canada 150 celebrations
and the relationships between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous peoples. 

It included a reading by Amanda Peters, a 
selection of multi-media clips, an opportunity 
for participants to reflect, responses by Kayla
Mansfield-Brown and Carolyn Campbell, 

discussion, and informal networking and com-
munity building. Check the local media coverage
of the event. 

The resources we drew on and shared are post-
ed on the Questioning Canada 150 Facebook
event. We invite you to consider joining the 
Facebook group Advancing Truth and 
Reconciliation, where we regularly share infor-
mation and resources to support local efforts
around advancing truth and reconciliation.   

http://annapolisvalley.quaker.ca/
http://annapolisvalley.quaker.ca/
http://commdev.acadiau.ca/welcome-copy.html
http://commdev.acadiau.ca/welcome-copy.html
http://www.kingscountynews.ca/news/local/2017/6/15/grand-pre-sign-and-wolfville-event-question-canada-150.html
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1305702702784177/?ref=bookmarks
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1305702702784177/?ref=bookmarks
https://www.facebook.com/events/221357248373496/?acontext=%7B%22ref%22%3A%224%22%2C%22action_history%22%3A%22null%22%7D
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‘I have seen almost more beauty than I can bear.’ 
E V E R E T T  R U E S S

Here at Horizons, we have a lot going on at once. While we run the business  
we are working for bigger picture change, working with communities on focused
activities, reflecting, learning from our experiences, giving back, caring for our
families, looking after our own health, and looking after each other. Sound 
familiar? 

Perhaps I am paying better attention, or perhaps it comes at this point in my 
journey; I am noticing that there are ways we can ensure we are doing a good
job – a great job even – in just about everything we do. We start by wanting to
do a good job. Then we visualize that we are going to do a good job. We come
together with others - with intention, kindness, knowing, and caring. We ask
questions, and we listen. We open our hearts, we let go of ego. We celebrate the
gifts of others.We pay attention.  

I am realizing that kindness and goodness and caring and intelligence are around
us all the time. They are always there for us to draw on and to grow. Reading
through the descriptions of our work in this newsletter, in every single example
I can think of a small or big act of generosity that made an important difference
to what we were working on. For me, true power lies in people coming together
with intention and purpose and goodness. This is where we can find the energy
to weave joyfulness into or work for social change. If our starting place can be
that good things are possible, then we can achieve them, even as we are aware
of all the things we need to change.  

On my recent cycling trip in PEI, I experienced the tremendous impact of a bunch
of small linked acts of goodness and kindness. So I am remembering that every
little act of kindness is important, it counts, it makes a difference, and it is 
connected to all the other small acts. Do it. Find what feeds you to grow your
own feelings of kindness so you can put kindness out there and watch it take on
a life of its own.  We truly can make our world better.

So I am working on seeing the good that is around me, and I am trying to help it
grow. I am not doing this with my head in the sand; I am consciously starting
with what we have and what we can do, and seeing where that leads me. 

And it’s true, I am also very much looking forward to our summer break! I hope
you all enjoy a time of relaxation, rejuvenation, restoration – and some silliness
too!! 
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Team Profile  – Craig Moore

Craig is a new member of the Horizons 
Circle of Associates.  

He is currently completing his Master’s degree
in Applied Social Psychology at the University of
Saskatchewan. 

Craig recently served as the Site Coordinator 
at Dalhousie University for the Movember 
Foundation-funded Caring Campus Project. As
part of his work, he coordinated a longitudinal
survey of students on their mental health and
substance use, focusing on male student 
experiences. He also developed a knowledge
translation strategy for the findings, and 
secured funding for the student-led intervention
that is continuing beyond the formal project. His
work is informing a paper for the Canadian
Journal of Community Mental Health on using a
contribution analysis framework for evaluating
a health promotion project for men. 

Name: Craig Moore

Place of birth: Wolfville, Nova Scotia

Occupation (besides Horizons, if any):
Cadet Instructors Cadre Officer with the 
Canadian Armed Forces Reserve. I facilitate 

the leadership development of youth and 
adults who are involved with the Royal Canadian
Air Cadet program. 

Anything you would like to include about
the important people in your life: I have two
miniature dachshunds who bring great joy to 
my life. I married my high school sweetheart,
who is also from Wolfville, and we followed each
other across Canada, to Ottawa, and Saskatoon,
for post-secondary studies, and then we 
both decided it was time to come home to our
beautiful province. 

Activities with Horizons:  As an RA I have
helped conduct literature reviews; as a Circle of
Associates member, I have provided program
evaluation expertise; as a networker, I am 
making organizations and individuals aware 
of the great work Horizons does, and can 
possibly do for them.

Hobbies/things you do for fun: Visit with
family who live throughout Nova Scotia. 
My partner and I are able to explore and take
our dogs on many walks while driving to visit
family.

An accomplishment you are most proud
of: Helping to grow a struggling air cadet
squadron in Saskatoon from 40 youth to over
90 in two years! It took a lot of hard work 
evaluating what was working well, what needed
to change, and assessing how to spread the
word of the program in the community. It was 
a true testament to the ability of evaluation 
to affect change in an organization.

A goal you have set for the future:  To 
become a Credentialed Evaluator with the
Canadian Evaluation Society (CES). I am 
currently a Board member with the Nova 
Scotia Chapter of CES, and my past evaluation
experience when combined with Cari’s 
guidance, is helping me meet the competencies
required for the CE professional designation. 

Women’s March on 
Washington, Wolfville

IN THE COMMUNITY

Cari and Ellie worked with Mary Sweatman
from Acadia’s Community Development 
Department to organize a local march as part
of the January 21st global Women’s March on
Washington, in response to the inauguration 
of the new U.S. President. 

We were about 300 strong as we joined with
people around the world to take a stand for
and support the rights of ALL women. The
march lifted many of us up from feelings of
hopelessness, and it was a timely reminder
that as communities we have power and
strength and even joy, as we come together
with purpose and intention. 

Check out the Women’s March on Washing-
ton–Wolfville Facebook event.  

Marchers gathered at University Hall 

Mary, Cari, and Ellie speaking at the March

https://www.facebook.com/events/385805045114148/permalink/385806025114050/
https://www.facebook.com/events/385805045114148/permalink/385806025114050/
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We are continuing our work with Doctors Nova Scotia to develop a tool kit that will support family physicians who
are interested in moving to collaborative practice models of care. This is when a range of health care providers 
collaborate to provide comprehensive services by working with people, their families, other care providers, and 
communities, across settings. We have conducted an extensive literature review and program scan, and we’ve just
about completed key informant interviews with doctors and collaborative care leaders in Nova Scotia and other parts
of Canada. We have been working closely with the Communications staff at Doctors NS to organize the information 
in an engaging and user-friendly style. We are planning to have a complete draft of the tool kit prepared by the end 
of the summer. 

� Supporting Primary Care Transformation 
•  Doctors Nova Scotia • (Cari, Jean, Trudy, Craig, Susanna)

Current Contracts

(Cont’d.)

Health Canada is part of a federal multi-year inter-departmental initiative, the National Anti-Drug Strategy (NADS).
It focuses on preventing illicit drug use, treatment of people who have illicit/prescription drug dependencies, and
combatting the production and distribution of illicit drugs.  Since 2014, the program has also focused on addressing
prescription drug abuse (PDA). A portion of the PDA funding is used to enhance prevention and treatment services
in First Nation communities, and focuses on prevention training, case management and crisis intervention, specific
to prescription drug abuse. We are working with FNIHB regional leads across Canada to review and update 
the methodology they use to report on the work that is happening. We completed the first part of the work over 
the winter, and in the next few months we will be going to visit three communities to ask for their input about 
the methodology. 

� National Anti-Drug Strategy Prescription Drug Abuse Investment Assessment Methodology 
•  First Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB), Health Canada  • (Cari, Jean)

Count Me In! is an initiative of Community Links. It uses theatre to facilitate discussions of personal attitudes 
and coping skills about feelings of loneliness and isolation, and to explore strategies for improving self-image and
outlook by setting realistic goals for optimal aging.

A short theatrical presentation tells the story of Roberta, who, over time, has become isolated and has stopped 
participating in community life. The presentation and integrated interactive discussions invite audience members to
consider their own situations, and encourage them to consider setting a goal for themselves in the areas of physical
or social activity or brain challenge (all research-based ways of improving health, reducing isolation, and impacting
mental wellness). We have been working with three Liverpool-based actors, including our own Greg Tutty, and we
will be presenting the dramatization between June and October. 

Earlier this year, we conducted a literature review, and supported the development of the script. We also recruited
and have been working with the volunteer actors, and we developed the accompanying workshop. Approximately
three weeks after each presentation, we will be making follow-up calls with audience members to check on their
progress on their personal goals. We will also be conducting an evaluation for the project, and creating a project
manual so that the workshop can be replicated by groups around the province.

� Count Me In! Promoting Mental Wellness among Older Adults Project Coordination  
•  Community Links • (Jean)

https://www.doctorsns.com/en/home/default.aspx
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/campaigns/national-anti-drug-strategy.html
http://nscommunitylinks.ca/
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We’re pleased to be managing a new project for Fountain of
Health (FoH), a national health promotion initiative for brain
health and resilience across the life span. Health care providers
are being invited to try out evidence-based health behaviour
change tools to promote cognitive fitness and mental health for
their patients or clients. The FoH tools are intended to be easily
blended into routine delivery of care. Our role is to coordinate
most aspects of the feasibility study. The project includes 

� Clinical Tools and App Feasibility Study •  Fountain of Health Initiative  • (Jean)

Taking Flight is a federally-funded initiative that builds on the
foundation laid by Give Us Wings, which we evaluated last year.
The purpose of the project is to support ongoing relationship
building between project partners, and to enhance access to
culturally safe and relevant mental health and addictions 
programs and services for First Nation people in Nova Scotia.
We’ve been contracted by the Confederacy of Mainland 
Mi’kmaq to conduct the evaluation. So far we’ve met with the
provincial steering committee to identify project outcomes 
and success indicators, and drafted a project logic model and
an evaluation/performance measurement plan. 

� Taking Flight Evaluation: Promotion and Supporting Sustainable 
Relationships in Mental Health & Addictions Services for Mi’kmaq In 
Nova Scotia • Confederacy of Mainland Mi’kmaq • (Cari)

Current Contracts (Cont’d.)

recruiting at least 50 clinicians to use the tools with five patients/clients each over three visits/
contacts, between now and the fall. We provided input on the tools and facilitated a training session
for educators/trainers to work with the clinicians. At this point in the work, we are staying in 
regular communication with the educators, coordinating sessions with clinicians, tracking clinician
sign-up, and following up with clinicians on a monthly basis. We’re also developing recruitment 
and promotional information, as needed; and we report regularly to the FoH core group and to 
the project funder. To learn more about the tools and how they are being used, check out FoH’s 
Clinicians’ Corner.

In her work with the Canning Area Food Bank,
Cari has been participating in a course with
Community Food Centres Canada about food
bank transformation – learning about setting
up a good food environment, reducing stigma,
and strengthening community relationships.

Cari and Tim speaking about hunger with 
PC incumbent John Lohr (centre).  

Cari’s On-Going work with 
the Canning Area Food Bank

Horizons 
Summer Holiday

Horizons will be closing on July 4th 
for our annual summer break.  
We'll reopen August 2nd. 

Happy summer everyone!

In May, she represented the Board at Feed
NS’s annual Day of Sharing, where 146 
member agencies from across the province get
together to share knowledge and ideas, and
support each other. Sparked by the discussion
there, she and Board Chair Tim Amos met
with Kings North provincial election candidates
to review a monthly food hamper for a family 
of four (two adults and two children) as a
means of illustrating hunger and poverty 
issues, and the need for a government to make
these issues a priority. Local newspaper 
coverage is available at Kings County News.
She is also helping the Board organize a 
community harvest supper and open house,
which will take place in October. 

http://cmmns.com/
http://cmmns.com/
https://fountainofhealth.ca/
https://fountainofhealth.ca/
https://fountainofhealth.ca/clinicians-corner
https://cfccanada.ca/
https://www.feednovascotia.ca/
https://www.feednovascotia.ca/
http://www.kingscountynews.ca/community/2017/5/30/food-bank-volunteers-want-change-in-kings-north.html
https://www.facebook.com/Canning-Foodbank-460991970764928/
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� Website and Promotional Materials  •  Queens General Hospital Foundation • (Jean, Greg, Jeff, Ellie) 

The Queens General Hospital Foundation contracted us to develop the content and design for its new website, as
well as its new printed materials. We began by reviewing existing health foundation websites and conducting a scan
for best practices in foundation websites to inform the development of the website. As part of the contract, 
we refreshed the Foundation’s logo and created new promotional materials and stationery to follow the design of
the new site. As a value-added component of the work, we created a communication plan for introducing the new
website and ensuring related websites and organizations receive this information.

Recently Completed Contracts

� GROW Nova Scotia •  Agri-Futures Nova Scotia • (Cari) 

GROW Nova Scotia is a new initiative led by Agri-Futures Nova Scotia. Its goal is to work with stakeholders 
from across the food system to develop and implement a comprehensive 10 year plan for agricultural economic 
development in Nova Scotia. We supported the planning for the project launch, and facilitated the day-long session
at the end of May. 

� Facilitation of Assembly of Nova Scotia Mi’kmaq Chiefs Land Strategy Meeting
• Kwilmu’kw Maw-klusuaqn Negotiation Office (KMKNO) (Mi’kmaq Rights Initiative) • (Cari, Jean, John)

We planned and facilitated a two-day Land Strategy Session with the Assembly of Nova Scotia Mi’kmaq Chiefs for
Kwilmu’kw Maw-klusaqn (KMKNO). The objectives of the session were to have a meaningful collective discussion
about the Assembly’s approach to using Mi’kmaw communal lands and about future land use needs, and to identify
next steps for making decisions about the use of Mi’kmaw communal lands. Discussions about land are very complex
in this context, because while provincial and federal lands are transferred to the Mi’kmaq Nation as a form of 
accommodation, all of Nova Scotia is Mi’kmaq land that has never been ceded to settlers. So that means that land
that already belongs to the Mi’kmaq Nation is being ‘transferred’ to them. 

We prepared a summary report of this very complex discussion, which included an interim process for guiding the
use of Mi’kmaq communal lands. 

� Evaluation of Nursing Policies’ Usefulness and Uptake in Atlantic First Nations Communities 
• Atlantic Policy Congress of First Nations Chiefs (APC)  • (Cari, Penni, Sandra, Susanna, Ellie)

In 2004, Registered Nurses working in Indigenous communities transitioned from being federal government em-
ployees to being Band employees, as communities transitioned to becoming First Nations. Because there was not
always a parallel transfer of policies to accompany the nurses in this transition, the APC led a process of working
with provincial Advisory Groups to develop nursing policies for the communities. The policies address professional
responsibility and accountability, nursing practice, health protection, health promotion, administration, and human
resources. APC contracted us to conduct an evaluation to determine the usefulness and uptake of the policies, to
explore whether the policies were developed using best practices, and to determine whether they incorporate 
Indigenous knowledge. Our methodology included a web survey and community conversations with Health Directors
and nurses in the Atlantic First Nations. The evaluation findings are being used to inform future policy development
and evaluation, as well as potential novel approaches for knowledge translation.

(Cont’d.)

http://qghfoundation.ca/
http://www.agri-futures.ns.ca/
http://mikmaqrights.com/
http://www.apcfnc.ca/
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� Change the Odds - Nova Scotia Youth Gambling Prevention Project Evaluation
•  Nova Scotia Health Authority (NSHA), Mental Health and Addictions • (Cari, Jean, Ellie, Susanna) 

Based on 2013 data, three quarters of Nova Scotians 19 years and older have engaged in one or more gambling
activities, and many Nova Scotians are at some risk of financial, mental, and physical harm related to their gambling.
The 2012 NS Student Drug Survey shows that 52.7% of students in NS engaged in at least one gambling-related
activity in the past year.  Change the Odds builds on previous work to prevent youth gambling harms, and is led by
a provincial team of Health Promoters within the NSHA’s Mental Health and Addictions from across the province,
and from the IWK Health Centre. We planned and conducted an evaluation of this phase of the work (as well as of
the previous phase).  The purposes of the evaluation were to describe project activities and accomplishments, identify
progress toward achieving short term outcomes, and provide recommendations for advancing provincial work on
preventing gambling and gambling harm among NS youth. We attended all meetings of the provincial team, conducted
a document review, key informant interviews, and focus groups. The evaluation findings are being used to inform
ongoing provincial health promotion work to prevent youth gambling harms; they also provide advice for the 
development and work of future provincial issue-related teams.

Recently Completed Contracts (Cont’d.)

� Feed Nova Scotia • (Cari, Craig) 

Feed Nova Scotia is a provincial charity that supports a network of 146 members across the province (comprised
of food banks, meal programs, soup kitchens, shelters, and a wide range of social development agencies). Its mission
is to feed Nova Scotians in need, and reduce that need. We worked very closely with exceptionally open-minded
and innovative staff members to review and enhance their existing theory of change, evaluation plan, and data 
collection processes; and we developed evaluation tools for measuring the impact of the Network. 

� Municipal Complex Public Consultation Session #2  • Municipality of the County of Kings  • (Cari, Jean)

The Municipality of the County of Kings contracted us to facilitate the second community consultation session in
its community engagement process regarding its new municipal complex. The objectives of the session were to
share input from the first consultation session; and to identify the most important sustainability features, co-location
options, and location criteria of a new complex. We worked closely with its community engagement working group
to design the session, which incorporated innovative real-time feedback to participants about their input. To accom-
modate an extremely tight timeline for Council to make a decision about the location of the new facility, we (along
with many helpers working very hard) prepared a comprehensive summary report of the session in less than 24 hours
following the session. Planning staff presented the report results to Council to inform its decision-making process.   

� Legalization of Cannabis: Municipal Impacts Symposium Harvesting and Reporting   
• Nova Scotia Health Authority   • (Jean, Cari)

The Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities (UNSM) and the Association of Municipal Administrators Nova Scotia
(AMANS) partnered with the Nova Scotia Health Authority and the IWK Health Centre to offer a provincial Cannabis
Legalization Symposium to explore and discuss the municipal issues and impacts associated with the impending 
legalization of cannabis. We supported the planning process, developed the tools and processes for gathering 
information at the symposium, attended the symposium to gather content, and prepared a summary report of the
event. The information captured in the report is being used to inform next steps for partners, particularly municipal-
ities, in readying themselves for cannabis legalization. 

http://www.changetheodds.ca/
https://www.feednovascotia.ca/
http://www.county.kings.ns.ca/
https://www.unsm.ca/
https://www.amans.ca/
https://www.amans.ca/
http://iwk.nshealth.ca/
http://nshealth.ca/
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Society for Community Research
and Action (SCRA) Conference

Cari will be attending the SCRA Biennial Confer-
ence in Ottawa in late June.  The theme of the con-
ference is Transformative Community Psychology.
Cari describes community psychology as her ‘home’
approach to working with communities for social
change.  She is looking forward to reconnecting with
friends and colleagues from graduate school and
from the Community Development Society, from
across the US and Canada, and to becoming 
re-grounded in community psychology theory and
practice.  

Our contribution to the silent auction

Canadian Evaluation Society Annual
Conference

shop – Beyond Developmental Evaluation 101 – 
Applying Developmental Evaluation Principles in
Practice, an area of practice we hope to work 
in more regularly. We also were very pleased to 
contribute an Alan Sylliboy print and children’s
story book to the event’s silent auction.  

Jean attended the 2017 Canadian Evaluation 
Society annual conference in Vancouver at the end
of April.  The theme of the conference was Facing
Forward: Innovation, Action, and Reflection. It 
explored the latest methods and approaches 
evaluators are applying in a wide range of contexts;
considered the ways evaluators are incorporating 
reflection into practices; and explored how to meet
the new and emerging demands evaluators are 
facing in an era of social media, economic chal-
lenges, systems thinking, globalization and other
emerging trends in our society. As part of the 
conference, Jean participated in a full day work-

University of Kentucky Collaboration

In January we spent a couple of days with two of our
colleagues from the University of Kentucky Depart-
ment of Community & Leadership Development, ex-
ploring potential opportunities for collaboration.  We
look forward to working with Bryan Hains, Kristina
Grage-Hains, and Ron Hustedde on a national study
examining community development education pro-
grams in the US. 

Bryan, Cari, Kris, and Jean meeting at Acadia 

Spring Into Action 2017
a Success!

We recently completed Spring Into Action, our 
annual physical activity challenge for our friends,
families, and colleagues. The purpose of the chal-
lenge is to motivate people to be physically active
for 30 minutes/day, 5 days/week, for 6 weeks. This
year 52 teams registered, and almost 400 people
participated!

The challenge happens every year from April into
May.  After a long winter, we hope to encourage 
people to become more active as spring and sum-
mer approaches.  As Cherry from the Harbour View
Activ8 team said, “This was our first time participat-
ing in the Spring into Action...and it was FUN! After
a long winter it was great to re-focus on healthy 
activities, challenges and games that motivate us
and energized our efforts to create a healthy lifestyle”.

Team Run4Fun’s submission for theme week
‘Community’

Our goal is for people to incorporate activity into 
their daily routines, and have fun while doing it.  For
Maggie of team Triple Travis Threat, “This challenge
came at the perfect time for me...I needed a goal
that seemed doable, a challenge that I could rise to, 
and something that gave me flexibility to not have
to do it all at once.”

An additional component of the challenge this year
was ‘theme week’. Each week, participants could
complete a specific task, such as creating a video

(Cont’d.)

Conferences, Workshops, & Educational CollaborationsConferences, Workshops, & Educational Collaborations

http://www.scra27.org/event/biennial-conference/
http://www.scra27.org/event/biennial-conference/
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www.horizonscda.ca

of their team doing a team cheer, and submit it.
There were weekly prizes, and the response was
fantastic.  All submissions are posted on the Spring
into Action Facebook page.

Spring Into Action (Cont’d.)

We awarded grand prizes from among those 
who achieved the goal every week. Gillian Harris-
Crocker of team Mental Health & Addictions from
Amherst won the individual grand prize of $100 
towards something related to physical activity. The
team grand prize of $150 donation to a recreation/
sports initiative, made in the team’s name, went to
the Kingsport Kickers. Their grand prize donation will
benefit Canning Recreation’s After School Program.  

A big thank you to We’re Outside Outdoor Outfitters
for their prize donation for this year’s challenge. We
appreciate businesses and organizations supporting
communities this way. As well, a big thank you to all
of our participants, who make the challenge super
fun and exciting!

Team Triple Travis Threat trying something new 
for Adventure week 

On a Personal Note...

Cycling across PEI to Raise Awareness
about Parkinson’s Disease (PD)

For a couple of days in mid-June, Cari joined a
group of people cycling across PEI on the 
Confederation Trail. The purposes of the trip were
to raise awareness about PD, to raise funds for
support groups for people who have PD, and to
show the real faces of people who have PD –
living life, accomplishing goals, being fit, and
having fun. The team’s leader, Natasha Mc-
Carthy, did a post-ride interview with CBC.

Cari and other cyclists on the Confederation Trail

Visit to the Okanagan Valley

While in British Columbia for the CES conference,
Jean (and her son Ian) added a few days to 
the trip and visited her older son, Lee and his
partner, Julia, in Kelowna.  

Lee, Jean & Ian on top of the Sleeping Giant, 
Summerland

The South of France in Springtime

In late April, Cari and her partner Joanne en-
joyed a week in the south of France, visiting with
IACD friends Julie and Stewart Murdoch, and
attending their daughter’s wedding. 

Cari, Joanne, Julie, and Stewart at the train 
station in Cognac, France.

Collective Joyful
Action for Change
In February, we hosted an evening discussion
that brought Wolfville and Annapolis Valley 
area folks together to talk about kind, 
loving, collective, sustained, coordinated, and
joyful community action to address social 
justice issues. Together we began exploring
the possibilities of coordinating our efforts, 
sharing the work, keeping each other 
informed, sustaining and supporting each
other, going forward together from a place of
love and compassion, calling attention where
it is needed, and being aware of what is 
happening around us. Horizons has offered
to organize another gathering of the group in
the near future, to continue our discussions. 

Please check out our new Facebook group, 
Collective Joyful Action for Change.   

P.O. Box 2404 
Wolfville, Nova Scotia  B4P 2S3 

902.542.0156
email: admin@horizons.ca

Facebook and Twitter

https://www.facebook.com/Horizons-Spring-Into-Action-139535450482/
https://www.facebook.com/Horizons-Spring-Into-Action-139535450482/
https://www.facebook.com/were.outside.outdoor.outfitters
https://www.facebook.com/groups/CollectiveJoyfulActionForChange/
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/programs/islandmorning/parkinson-s-ride-1.4156283
http://www.iacdglobal.org/
https://www.facebook.com/horizonscda/
https://twitter.com/HorizonsCDA

